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San Francisco, CA 94121
Silence is golden! Or is it? Whether or not to
keep quiet while projects are cooking is
usually a problem. Should I inform the
membership of what is sitting on the backburner, or should I wait until the pie is done?
Many announcements have been made in this
column that have not materialized - in fact,
there have been many announcements that
have had me wishing the earth would open
and swallow me up for having put my pen to
paper way too far in advance (as you know
this is prime earthquake country and my
wish might be granted). But, it will be your
job to separate-the. wheat from the chaff as
my writings will most likely continue in their
present vein.
A specific example of a pot on the backburner is the promised'index to the CZP for
the past two-year period. Yes sir, it was
coming out "shortly!" In fact, it was to be out
in January of this year (1984). Now for the
latest developments.
As you know, Gary
Weiss is our faithful indexer, BUT, as he has
been bogged down with earning a living, the
index is far-off at this writing. Of course this
earning a living is quite necessary, particularly when he has informed me that a large
purchase has been made of a computer which
will be delivered to him this summer. I have
been promised that the index will be the first
thing to go into the computer, and as it is
logical to index an entire volume (a years
worth) it would be appropriate to include all
of 1984 in this computerized index.
Another example of "promises, promises!"
Lawson Entwistle's supplement to The Postal
Markings of the Canal Zone sat patiently on a
(continued on page 23)

Mail Sale No. 13
Catalogs for the mail sale will be
mailed the end of August 1984. Closing
date for receipt of bids is Tuesday,
October 9, 1984, no later than 4:00 p.m.

at

George W. Stilwell
Rt. 1, Box 387-A
Fair Play, SC 29643

Whole No. 72

Third Quarter, 1984

ANew Major Stage of the 1906 lc Surcharge
By Gilbert N. Plass
The evidence has been gradually accumulating qver the past several years to prove that
there is a major new stage of the second printing of the
surcharge of 1906, Scott No. 16a. An
amazing new find of a block of six and a block of four by Bruce Hecht provides convincing
evidence for this.
charging the upper and lower half panes
Let us first review the previously known
producing two stages of the surcharge.
surcharge.
The three
facts about the
For the first and third printings
the
printings of this stamp are listed in the Scott
catalogue as Nos. 16, 16a, and 16b. The
spacings between the different parts of the
second
printing,
Scott No. 16a, can
surcharge is also the same for the
2'
immediately be recognized by the smaller
surcharges of a given printing. When it was
numeral "I" with noticably smaller serifs at
time to surcharge a new denomination only
the top and bottom.
the numeral of value was changed along with
In my more detailed article about these
a change of "ct." and "cts.", but the spacings
overprints (The Canal Zone Philatelist, Vol.
between the bars and within the surcharge
were not changed.
7. p. 14-16 (1971». I pointed out for the first
time a strange fact about the second printing.
Again things are quite different for the
The plate for the surcharge for all three
second printing. When it was time to change
printings covered 50 stamps (10 across by 5
the denomination, not only was the figure of
down) so that each pane of 100 stamps had to
value changed, but also all the spacings of the
pass through the printing press twice, once to
surcharge.
The 2' denomination
has a
surcharge
the upper half pane and then
spacing of 17.2 mm between the bars, 2.3 mm
again to surcharge the lower half pane. As
between "CANAL" and the upper bar, and
would be expected in this circumstance the
1.0 - 1.1 mm between "2 cts." and the lower
surcharge on the lower half pane is an almost
bar. This surcharge plate was used for both
exact copy of that on the upper half pane
the upper and lower half panes of the 2'
(unless some minor accident happened to the
denomination. Again it is not known why the
plate between these two printings) on the
spacings
were changed along with the
first and third printings, Scott Nos. 16 and
denomination.
16b respectively. Thus a variety on say Pos.
But the strangest part of the story is yet to
12 of the upper half pane would be expected
come. In 1978 William Kuttner reported
to also occur on Pos. 62 of the lower half pane.
(Vol. 14, p. 23 (1978» a single used copy of
Also the spacing between the two black bars,
Scott No. 16a with an entirely different spacthe spacing between "CANAL" and the
ing: 17.2 mm between bars, 2.5 mm between
upper black bar, and the spacing between
"CANAL" and the upper bar, and 1.0 mm
"1 ct." and the lower black bar are the same
between "1 ct." and the lower bar. This was
on the upper and lower half panes of the first
definitely what has been regarded as Scott
printing
as expected; the spacings are
No. 17a with a figure "1" with small serifs,
different for the third printing, but again are
but the spacing was radically different from
the same on the upper and lower half panes.
that of any position on the known panes of
However, this is not true of the second
100. In 1981 two more copies were reported
printing. As I discovered in 1971 the bars are
by George Gorman (Vol. 17, p. 3 (1981» and
more widely spaced on the lower half panes of
Don Kuske (Vol. 17, p. 27 (1981».
the
than on the upper (17.2 to 17.6 mm
With just these three copies known it was
compared to 16.6 mm, respectively), while
not clear whether somehow the spacings for
the space from "CANAL" to the bar is
1.5-1.6 mm on the lower half panes and
just a few positions might have become
1.9-2.0 mm on the upper. The space between
altered during part of the printing
or
"1 ct." and the bar is 3.8 - 4.0 mm on the lower
whether an entire surcharge plate existed
left panes and only 2.7- 2.9 mm on the upper.
with this quite different spacing. Now Bruce
For some unknown reason the spacing
Hecht has discovered a block of four (Fig. 1)
between the various parts of the surcharge
(continued on page 19)
was appreciably
changed
between sur-
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Auctions

name of the auction house follows. All items
are unused and without serious defects unless
mentioned otherwise. All prices have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.
Scott No. 14, block of 4, $75 ($125) Harmer
of NY; 14 and 24 on reg. cover, $230 Harmer
of NY; 38 on cover, vert. pro with extra ovp. on
selvage, $850 Ball; 31-36, 39 on cover with
straight-line Culebra cancel, $400 Ball; 3ge,
inverted center, $475 Ball; 39 vert. pro on
cover, perf. P, top one normal, bottom one
inverted, $350 Ball; 54 on cover, $350 Ball;
55-57, $190 ($248) Ball; 58, $260 ($250) Ball;
95, $80 ($125) Schiff; 120-135, C15-20, $105
($193) Schiff; C7, C9-11, C13-14 on FDC, $100
Ball.
Scott No. OX2, cliches 1Y2mm horiz. by
4 mm vert., sh. of 8, $625 Metro; U3, used,
$325 ($400) Ball; U5, $135 ($165) Ball; U15,
$190 ($175) Ball; U15, used, $1l0 ($90) Ball;
UX3, $160 ($160) Kelleher; UX4, $105 ($125)
Kelleher; UX8, $80 ($60) Ball; 95, C1 (3) on
Graf Zeppelin cover, 1929, Cristobal to Lakehurst to Germany, $575 Harmer of NY; C2,
C4, C5 (2), US 13, 1930 Graf Zeppelin cover,
Cristobal to Lakehurst to Germany, $1300
Harmer of NY.
Addresses of above auctioneers. Please
mention The Canal Zone Philatelist
when
writing to them. Bruce W. Ball, Box 338,
Spanish Fort, AL 36527; Bexar Philatelic
Stamp
Auctions,
5164 Broadway,
San
Antonio, TX 78209; Harmers of NY Inc.,
6 W. 48th St., New York, NY 10036; Daniel
F. Kelleher Co., Inc., 10 ~ost Office Square,
Suite No. 1230, Boston, MA 02109; Jacques C.
Schiff, Jr., Inc., 195 Main St., Ridgefield
Park, NJ 07660; Robert A. Siegel Auction
Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th St., New York,
NY 10022. Auctioneers wishing to be listed in
this column should send auction catalogues
and prices realized to Gilbert N. Plass at the
address listed' on the inside cover page.

By Gilbert N. Plass
A number of very rare Canal Zone pieces
were sold at auction during the spring
season. These included
Scott No. 3ge,
inverted center, on cover. Not one, but two
different covers were offered (not many more
can exist). One of these covers was sold by
Bruce Ball for $1050, while the second cover
went for $950 at Bexar Philatelic Stamp
Auctions. A beautiful block of 8 of Scott
No. 46 with corner selvage including order
number went for $2100 at Robert Siegel. At
the same auction a perfect mint copy of Scott
No. 157a, missing bridge, sold for $9500.
The rare registration
envelopes are only
offered
occasionally
at auction.
Scott
No. UF1a, large size envelopes with a flap
tear, sold for $700 at Bruce Ball.
The rarest postal card in unused condition,
Scott No. UX5, sold at Bexar for $875 against
a catalogue value of $1l00. A used example of
this same card went for $500 against a catalogue price of $650 at Bruce Ball. Scott
No. UX6 is almost as rare as the previous
number and an example sold for $650 against
a catalogue price of $500 at Bruce Ball.
In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction catalogue. The

A Set That Never
Was Born
Late in October, 1937, Governor c. S.
Ridley proposed that a special series of
postage stamps be issued, featuring older
U.S. Navy ships in the Locks and other parts
of the Panama Canal and especially include
the old U.S.S. Oregon. The set would be
issued on the anniversary
of the Oregon's
voyage around the Horn in connection with
its service in the Spanish American War.
The approval of the U.S. Navy was sought
and received in early 1938, and authorization to issue such stamps was included in the
fiscal 1939 budget, for delivery October 1,
1938, and for first day sale on Navy Day,
October 27, 1938.
The set was to comprise 10 ordinary
denominations withsalues of l' to $1.00, and
five air mails, 5' to 50'. The stamps were to
measure 36Y2mm by 21Y2mm, with horizontal
format.
The approximate
minimum
numbers to be printed were: one million each
of the 1', 2' and 3'; 500,000 of the 5'; 200,000
each of the intermediate denominations (not
specified); and 100,000 each of the higher
denominations,
also not specified.
The
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numbers for the air mail stamps were not
stated.
A photograph of the old D.S.S. Oregon was
supplied by the Navy Department and is in
the files. Seven more photographs that were
proposed were:
80-E-65
80-C-144
80-C-143
80-C-123
80-D-4
80-D-38

U.S.S. Houston opposite
Gamboa Signal Station.
U.S.S. Saratoga in San Pedro
Locks.
U.S.S. Saratoga in Gaillard Cut
(from signal station).
U.S.S. Neches in Gaillard Cut
(from signal station).
U.S.S. Black Hawk passing
Gamboa Bridge.
U.S.S. Maryland in east
chamber, Gatun.

80-D-58

Destroyers in west chamber,
Pedro Miguel Lock.
The photographs
listed would not have
been enough to fulfill the needs of the 15
different stamps.
The files do not have any information on
why the project was dropped, but it may have
been related to the up-coming 25th Anniversary of the Opening of the Panama Canal;
however, the proposal for the Anniversary
stamps was not made until December 2, 1938.
The files referred to are those stored at the
Agency Records Center at Diablo.
- L.P. Entwistle

WANTED
To photo copy old prints
of all scenes of Canal
Zone Activity, Events and
Places. These are for
private use in the family
photo history of the Canal
Zone. I will pay registered
mail costs in both directions and furnish
free
B & W negatives of all
shots
requested
by
owner.
Prints yellowed
with
age
present
no
problem and format used
will be 35mm.

George M. Chevalier
Box 905
Chula Vista, CA 92010

Fig. 1. Scott No. 16a, third stage, Pos. 11-22 or 61-72.

Fig. 2. Scott No. 16a, third stage, Pos. 13-25 or 63-75.

1906 lc Surcharge -

new stage is to look first for a numeral "1"
with small serifs and thert Jor a small spacing
between this numeral and the lower bar. It is
amazing that this remained undiscovered for
72 years!

(continued from page 17)

and a block of six (Fig. 2) with this new
spacing. When he reported this to me, I asked
if he would be willing to let me examine the
blocks. This I was able to do and made these
photographs at that time. I was also
immediately able to plate his blocks from
known minor varieties on the various
positions as reported in my 1971 article. His
block of four is from Pos. 11, 12,21,22 and the
block of six is Pos. 13, 14,15,23,24,25 if from
the upper half sheet or these positions plus 50
(i.e. beginning with Pos. 61, ... ) if from the
lower half sheet.
The_position of theblocks-is-establishedfirst from the accents on the letters "A". The
presence or absence of these accents agrees
exactly with the listing in Table III in my
1971 article, i.e. in Pos. 35 the left
"P ANAMA" has an accent on the third "A",
while the right "PANAMA" has accents on
the second and third "A"s. Second, a number
of minor breaks in the letters not reported
previously in print agrees exactly between
copies with normal spacing and those in these
newly discovered blocks. For example, Pos.
14, "Z" is short at the bottom; Pos. 15, "L" is
thin or broken at center bottom; Pos. 24, first
"N" is broken on right side, "L" broken at
bottom, and "E" broken at top and bottom,
(Fig. 3); Pos. 25, "E" broken at center
horizontal stroke.
The exact correspondence of all these
minor varieties on normal copies with the
corresponding positions of the newly found
blocks shows without question that the new
blocks are genuine and in fact that they were
originally part of a horizontal block of 10(five
across by two down). It also shows that at
some point the surcharge plate for the l'
denomination underwent a third transformation. In addition to the two different
stages used for surcharging the upper and
lower half panes on the major part of the
printing, a third completely different stage
was made. Since a block of 10 and three
single copies are known, it is only reasonable
to assume that a third stage, a plate of 50was
made for the surcharging. The same type and
bars were kept in each position of the
surcharge plate as shown by the identical

Third Series of 1904
By Gilbert N. Plass
(continued from last issue)

Fig. 3. Scott No. 16a,-third stage,
Pos. 24 or 74.
spacings and broken letters, but the relative
spacings of the different parts of the surcharge were changed for the third time on
the l' value.
The final amazing fact about this new third
surcharge plate for the l' denomination is
that the spacings are exactly the same as on
the 2' surcharge plate. Assume that the l'
value was printed first. Then three different
stages of the l' surcharge plate were made
each with its own spacings, but without
disturbing the type and bars which always
stayed in the same positions. Then when the
surcharging of the l' denomination was
completed, the type was changed to read "2
cts.", but none of the spacings between the
bars or the rows of type were changed from
the third stage of the l' and all of the 2'
stamps were surcharged. We do not actually
know in which order these two denominations were printed. If the 2' was printed first,
then after this printing the denomination
was changed and a few panes of the l' were
surcharged before the spacing was changed
to that now found on most copies of this
denomination.
From the small number of copies reported
so far of this new third stage of the l'
surcharge, we can presume that only a few
sheets were surcharged. However, since this
major variety has not been known for long, it
is possible that a number of additional copies
are waiting to be discovered in collections
and dealers' stocks. The easy way to spot the
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Through the courtesy of Dick 8alz, I am
able to illustrate broken letters on two
positions that were on my check list, but I had
previously been unable to obtain good copies
for illustration. These are both for the first
stage.
Pos. 23. A very striking broken letter on
the first N with the upper right stroke of the
letter bent off at an angle occurs onlyon some
copies. (Fig. 69) Nl (8).

Fig. 69. Pos. 23.
Pos. 33. On some copies the lower left tip of
the Z is broken off and there is a white spot
above this on the diagonal stroke; there is a
small white spot on some copies on the left
vertical stroke of NI just above the lower
serif (Fig. 70). Nl (8); Z (8).

Fig. 70. Pos. 33.

Wells Fargo & Co.
Isthmus Agency Cancel
By Gary B. Weiss
Covers from the Isthmus of Panama prior
to the establishment of the Canal Zone are
eagerly sought by collectors. One of the most
desired of these forerunners is the Wells
Fargo & Co.Isthmus Agency cancel as shown
in Fig. 1. All ofthe strikes known are in blue

Fig. 1.
on U.S. 3' pink Nesbitt stamped envelopes,
size 3. All covers have a printed message of
the form "If not delivered in ... days, return
to ... " along the left side in one or two lines.
None have the return address filled in. All
have a black printed frank of Wells, Fargo &
Co., either Thorp-Bartel type E ("Over Our
California and Coast Routes"), type F
("Through Our California and Atlantic
Express"), or type Gl (similar to type F but
"P AID" is larger and there is a shading line
in each "L" of "WELLS").
A history of Wells, Fargo & Co. in Panama
has been written by Col. James T. DeVoss
and appears in an article entitled "Forwarding Agents on the Isthmus" published in The
Collectors Club Philatelist, May-November
1970, Vol. 49, Nos. 3-6. This was reprinted in
Via Panama by Col. James T. DeVoss,
privately published, 1978; this book also
includes illustrations of covers 1 and 5.
The Isthmus Agency cancel is desired not
only by Canal Zone and Panama collectors,
but also by U.S. Western postal history
collectors, thus the better publicity and
prices for these cancels. All lots sold at
auction have mentioned their rarity, noting
that only 4 or 5 examples had been reported.
In the survey presented below, 6 examples
are noted. This suggests that the estimates of
quantities were too low and should serve as a
reminder that estimated quantities of a
collectable are often wrong. The earliest
known use of this cancel is January 30,1868,
and the latest is November 29,1869. Five are
routed to the West (all to San Francisco) and
one to the East coast.
The listing below describes the available
information on the six covers:
1. JAN 30 68 on Scott U59 with Wells, Fargo
and Co. frank (Thorp-Bartels type E)
addressed to Park Lane, Connecticut. The
cover has a black New-York Feb 10
circular date stamp and petal postmark
over the Agency cancel, an Easton Conn
circular date stamp and matching boxed
missent marking. The cover is lot 2118 of
Sotheby Parke Bernet Stamp Auction S25
(DeVoss sale, Oct 25,1978) where it was
described as having edge tears and being
worn. It realized $500.

2. FEB 28 (? 68 or 69) on Scott U58 with
Wells, Fargo and Co. frank (ThorpBartels Type F) addressed to Mrs. Amelia
Rosenfeld, San Francisco. Cover is misdescribed as Scott U34 in lot 4 of Richard
Wolffers' 117th sale (Oct. 26, 1983).It has
only a partial strike of the Agency cancel,
is roughly opened at left, and has creases
and wear. It realized $385.
3. MAR 28 68 on Scott U58 with Wells,
Fargo and Co. frank (Thorp-Bartels
Type F) addressed to Mrs. Amelia Rosenfeld, San Francisco. Cover is described in
lot 28 of Richard Wolffers' 116th sale
(Sept 21, 1983) as faulty with exceptionally nice strike. It realized $440.
4. DEC 8 68 on Scott U58 with Wells, Fargo
and Co. frank (Thorp-Bartels type G1)
addressed to Mrs. Amelia Rosenfeld, San
Francisco. This cover is roughly opened at
left and was recently sold by private
treaty.
5. APR 18 69 on Scott U59 with Wells,
Fargo and Co. frank (Thorp-Bartels
type G1) addressed to R Cohen, San
Francisco. Cover is described in lot 2119
of Sotheby Parke Bernet Stamp Auction
S25 (DeVoss sale, Oct. 25, 1978)as having
light soiling. It realized $800.
6. NOV 29 69 on Scott U59 with Wells,
Fargo and Co.frank (Thorp-Bartels Type
G1) addressed to Miss Abbie L. Gates, San
Francisco. The cover received APS certificate 31061. It is described in lot 204 of
Robert A. Siegel's 516th sale (Aug 27,
1977) as mostly clear strike, couple minor
pinholes, otherwise fine. It realized $950.

Winner
A gold award to GARY FLATOW for his
"Canal Zone" at CHATTAPEX '84 held
March 24-25, 1984, by the Chattanooga
Stamp Club, Chattanooga, Tennessee. To one
of our consistent exhibitors as well as a
consistent winner, our congratulations.

Short Notes from
Canal Zone Files
The following notes are based on a review
of the 1935 to 1960 files of the Canal Zone
Postal Service stored at Diablo.
U.S. Special Delivery Stamps. On
November 20, 1947, 15,000 U.S. Special
Delivery and 10,000 l' ordinary U.S. stamps
were received. Another shipment of 10,000
each of the 15' special delivery and 5'
ordinary arrived on March 3, 1949. The sale
of U.S. stamps was discontinued when
supplies on hand were exhausted, according
to a notice dated November 23, 1953;
however, the 1960 budget again influenced
funds for such purchases.
Maiden Voyage, S.S. Ancon. The Panama
R.R. bought 30,000 copies of the l' Gorgas for
use on envelopes of the maiden voyage of the
S.S. Ancon (June 1, 1939).
Perf "P". The Special Engineering Division, Diablo Heights, bought 15' air mail
stamps with Perf "P" on December 26, 1940
(100 stamps); February 4, 1941(200 stamps);
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and March 6, 1941 (500 stamps).
Special Air Mail Cachets. The Postal
Service issued special rubber handstamp
cachets for the following flights: (1) the
inauguration of 12-hour air mail service to
Miami on July 15, 1937, for use at Cristobal;
and (2) rubber handstamps for use on flights
301 and 302, Sunday October 12,1947, for the
21-hour schedule from Miami to Buenos
Aires.
Galapagos Flight. The cachet used on the
special flight to the U.S.S. Wright in the
vicinity of the Galapagos Islands, was
designed and paid for by personnel at the
fleet Air Base, Coco Solo.
Special Flight. On the triangular flight,
Hampton Roads-Coco Solo-Alameda Air
Port, the Coco Solo postmaster reported 154
letters were dispatched on navy plane
XP-Y-1 #9459, postmarked at Coco Solo, 6
am, October 13, 1935. This is AAMC
No. 1242.
_ L.P. Entwistle

The Chambers Steel Die
Postal Markings
By Lawson P. Entwistle

In a letter, dated February 1, 1935, to the
Third Assistant
Postmaster
General,
Washington, the Director of Posts wrote
"Post-mark stamps now in use by Canal Zone
post offices have been supplied by Henry B.
Chambers, Lodge, Va.... We have a reserve
supply ... which were purchased through the
Universal Stamp Machine Co., Stamford,
Connecticut."
I have wondered just who Henry B.
Chambers was and why such a business
would be located in an obscure place like
Lodge. Recently the "U.S. Cancellation Club
News" in their Fall 1983 issue provided the
answer. Information contained in a bulletin
of the Northumberland County Historical
Society and an advertising booklet of Henry
B. Chambers & Bros. supplied by Dr. Frank
Scheer to the USCC News provide the source
for the following history.
Benjamin Chambers, Sr., obtained a
patent on an improved steel canceler in 1851
and started supplying U.S. Post Office
Department prior to the Civil War from a
factory located in Washington, D.C.
Chambers lost the contract during the Civil
War, but won it back in 1867.
When Benjamin, Sr., died in 1871, his son,
Benjamin, Jr., took over, then sometime
thereafter started a search for a new location.
He finally settled on Lodge, Va., which was
near Washington yet somewhat remote and
hard to get to except by water. There was a
WANTED - For publication in forthcoming books, photographs, slides or
postcards, depicting old ruins in Portobelo, San Larenzo and Old and New
Panama City. Credit for their use will
be given to those assisting me in this
endeavor. Please contact Art Tolp Sr.,
P.O. Box 2073, Fort Myers, FL 33902.
All communications will be answered.

Gough, Isabel, Northumberland County
and the Chambers Postmark: Bull. Northumberland County Historical Society, vol.
VI, No.1, p. 40-43, 1969.
Henry B. Chambers & Bros., Steel Postmarking and Canceling Stamps. (early 1900).

Cable and Radio Censorship
in World War II
by Harry A. Metzler
(continued from Vol. 19, p. 32 (1983))

Fig. 1. Chambers steel stamp factory about 1900.

good supply of economical labor that could be
trained into skilled machinists. About in
1880, after buying land and building a home
and factory, the business was moved.
Benjamin, Jr., died in 1908 and his son,
Henry, was next in line. Finally, in 1927
Henry Chambers, Jr., took control. The
Chambers company eventually went out of
business in 1932, but Willie B. Sayre, one of
the old-time workers, continued to cut plates
for canceling machines at his home at
Haynesville.
----'I'he--manufacturirrg-prac"essi"s-descri-bed-as
being incredibly pains-taking. On steel
blanks each letter was carved out by hand,
using an assortment of some thirty to forty
chisels. Some work, however, was done with
machinery as shown in a photograph taken
about 1900 (Fig. 1).
According to the Chambers' booklet advertising his products, eight styles of steel
devices were made. An obliterator, like
Canal Zone type Hs-ll (Fig. 2), and a
receiving mark, like type Rc-4, were made.
These feature the removable face plate and
dating dies with shoulders (Figs. 7 and 8,
"The Postal Markings of the Canal Zone").
Chambers alsomade similar devices but with
the dating dies held in place by a set screw,
and a simple oval with the post office name
and state, without provision for the date, for
use on newspapers and other mail not
requiring a date.
Early this century the larger dies cost
$3.50 each (presumably the duplex type) and
the smaller ones, $1.70 each. Each carried a
guarantee for two years.
When canceling machines came into
general use, Chambers began cutting plates
for them; however, with the broader use of
rubber stamps and the onset of the Great
Depression, Chambers finally gave up
business in 1932.In this connection, it should
be noted that the letter referred to in the
introductory paragraph was dated in 1935.
As the Canal Zone made its actual purchases
from the Universal Stamp Machine Co.,that
company probably found a new supplier
without advising their customer.

Steel Postmarking and Canceling Stamps

- ~ ---~

-~-

- Manufactured 8y-

Henry B. Chambers
LODGE, VIRGINIA,

& Bros.,
U. S. A.

Fig. 2. Steel postmarking

stamp.

The great amount of handwork involved in
the manufacturing process explains why
each re-order resulted in a slightly different
variety. The more recent steel duplex
devices, such as type Hs-14 and its variations, were probably made by more modern
means as the lettering is much more uniform
than in type Hs-l1.
Alyce Evans, editor of the USCC News,
sent me the above data and has given permission to publish in the "Canal Zone
Philatelist".
- Lawson P. Entwistle
References
U.S. Cancellation Club News, vol. 16,No.8,
Fall 1983, p. 111, 113.
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The decline in ordinary commercial traffic
was offset by the increase in government
traffic, especially that of the United States
and Great Britain, and by the EFM messages
of the military personnel. It also offset the
liquidation of French and other belligerent
government traffic.
It was necessary to maintain three jungle
offices, which was a drain on personnel.
There was practically no business at these
stations, but they were kept open for the
benefit of the United Fruit Company's
plantations and out of courtesy to the Caribbean Defense Command should an
emergency arise. This infinitesimal traffic
for which three officers and three yoemen
were sent made operating analysis seem
quite low.
There were thirteen broadcasting stations
in the Republic of Panama. However, only
seven sets of programs needed to be censored
each day since these stations were combined
into groups of two or more which broadcast
the sameprogramslmultaneoliSIy over one
microphone, on both long and short wave
lengths. Complete sets ofprograms including
all script, names of musical selections, and
the order in which they were to be played,
and the exact wording of the commercial
annoucements
were received in the
Panamanian Censorship Office twenty four
hours in advance. The stations were monitored by long and short wave combination
receiver in the central office and not allowed
to deviate from the approval script and
routine. Names of musical selections could
not be announced or the order of playing
changed. Nothing could be "ad lib bed" or
added to the program while on the air. These
rules appeared to be strictly enforced. For
example, one announcer was suspended
forty-eight hours when he, inadvertantly
deviated from the approved script.
(continued in next issue)
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deletions on this printout and then mails it
back to the printer who makes the various
changes on the floppy disc (in this case
preparatory to mailing out the Supplement).
Well, what went wrong this time? The post
office returned to the printer the wrappings
of the package which had contained the
printout and the extra copies of the CZP. The
USPS had lost the contents and it had taken
three and a half weeks for the return of the
wrappings.
Thus, by the time another
printout
had travelled
back and forth
between Tucson and Atlantic City about five
weeks were lost.
Another item to be discussed in gUarded
terms is "the book," and as some eight years
have slid by since we first started talking
about it, I make no further promises, projections, or whatever. But it can be said that it is
again "almost" ready to go to the printer just a half a chapter to go, a table of contents,
an introduction, a preface, and away we go!
Don't forget there will be a time-lapse of
indeterminable
length between taking the
manuscript
to the printer and when the
USPS finally deposits the book in your mail
box!
No recent information
on the postal
stationery
catalog, but it is my understanding that it is being worked on.
Will return in 90 days with more trivia.

WESTPEX Report
The CZSG held its 15th annual consecutive
regional meeting on Saturday, May 12, 1984,
at the WESTPEX '84 stamp show. In 1983 I

Attention
Collectors
A catalog
will be sent monthly,
upon request,
for our one of a
kind sales
featuring
United States and
Possessions,
British North America
and the
British Empire.

MAIL REQUESTS TO:

w.w. Duncanson
Box C

Newfane, VT 05345
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did not attend the CZSG meeting, ably
chaired by Ray Erickson, due to an excursion
to foreign lands; so it was a distinct pleasure
to be at this year's meeting and renew
acquaintances
with the 16 collectors in
attendance.
The meeting started with a short business
session which presented all the latest dope on
finances, publications, plans, etc., and from
there some interesting reports were made:
(1) David Leeds discussed the various Canal
Zone government printed corner cards on
various sizes and kinds of envelopes - many
examples
were passed around. He also
showed a most interesting collection of covers
with cancellations from just about all the post
offices which had been in operation during
the life of the Canal Zone, along with picture
postcards of the various townsites. (2) Tom
Brougham exhibited an interesting
cover
with two copies of Scott No.4 7 plus a 1'stamp
to make up the 5' foreign rate, which he had
bought at an auction which did not describe
the 47"s, but the photograph in the catalog
showed that the overprint was so far off
center that his educated guess really paid off.
(3) Dick Salz discussed Robert Fowler's
flight across the Isthmus on April27, 1913 by
"hydrobiplane" which he illustrated with two
photo post cards of the plane and a colored
photograph of a 28" x 42" lithograph poster
titled "PANAMA and the CANAL from an
AEROPLANE - the feature film sensation
of the century." Do any of our readers know if
this film is still in existence?
The meeting adjourned after one and a half
hours of non-stop discussion and we'all expect
to hold another
meeting
at the 1985
WESTPEX.
- R.H. Salz

Ship Cancels
Eugene Hamlin, Jr. sends in three more
additions to the list of ship cancels given
previously in The Canal Zone Philatelist,
Vol. 17, p. 15 (1981) by Alan Doyle and Gary
Weiss and Vol. 20, p. 8 by Eugene Hamlin, Jr.
GATUN LAKE / IN CANAL
Chester 8-7-32
P. C. TRANSIT
Manley 4-5-36

/ 4 HRS. 38 MIN.

PANA/CANAL
Fox 5-23-33
He also states that there are two errors in
the previous listing. The cancel from the
Herbert
apparently
has the misspelling
"CHRISTOBAL";
this was changed in the
proof as it was thought to be an error in the
copy. Also the cancel reads MANEUVERS /
PAN CANAL and not "PANAMA".

Interesting?
George Stimpson in his A Book About a
Thousand Things (Harper & Brothers, 1946)
asked this question: "What country was
moved on the map from South to North
America?"
Answer;
"Before Panama seceded from
Colombia in 1903 and became an independent republic it was generally indicated
on maps as part of South America. Since then
geographers
have regarded the boundary

between Panama
and Colombia as the
boundary
between
South and Central
America. Thus it happened that Panama has
had the distinction of being moved from one
continent to another, for Central America is
merely the extreme southern part of North
America."
- Maggie S. Salz

Book Reviews
by David Farnsworth
United States Incoming Steamship Mail
1847-1875 by Theron Wierenga, published by
the author at P.O. Box 595, Muskegon,
Michigan 49443 in 1983 (ISBN 0-91181511-2),242 pages, $30.00.
Mr. Wierenga is the writer of the U.S.
Classics column in Stamps magazine. He is a
leading authority
on postal history and
steamship mail in particular.
Steamship mail was sent over contracted
routes. This distinguishes
it from, for
example, ship mail which was dropped at a
post office by a ship's captain with no
contract.
This book is on high quality paper and is
profusely illustrated. As philatelic literature
it is of the finest quality. Anyone interested in
mail passing through Panamanian
ports
should have this book.
The Building of the Panama Canal in
Historic Photographs by Ulrich Keller (New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1983) (ISBN
0-486-24408-3), 111 pages in 8}j;" by 11"

format, paperbound, $8.95.
This is an outstanding picture book containing 164 black and white photographs.
Most were taken by the official photographer
of the Isthmian Canal Commission.
The great variety of subjects ranges from
interiors of works' quarters to grand vistas of
the diggings. The captions are superb. Dates
and locations are given for each picture along
with interesting descriptions.
The book's large format and the size of the
negatives
or plates used by the photographers
provide great detail in each
picture. The high-quality paper of the book
itself makes the pictures clearer and fresher
than in most books. Since the Commission's
archives has been a source for other authors,
some of the photographs
have appeared
elsewhere. For example, a few of them are
included in Rails to the Diggings which was
reviewed in Whole Number 69.
The captioned pictures alone are worth the

extremely moderate price. Two captions are
interchanged
on page 28, but that will
probably be corrected in later printings. This
is the best book to circulate among your
friends who have not been bitten by the
Panama Canal bug so that they can see what
is so intriguing.
A Panama Forest and Shore: Natural
History and Amerindian
Culture in Bocas
del Toro by Burton L. Gordon (Pacific Grove,
California:
The Boxwood Press,
1982)
(ISBN 0-910286-88-4), 178 pages, $15.00.
This book demonstrates the close relationship between land use and the plant and
animal life which flourish in a given area. It
is a case study of the people of Bocas del Toro
in Panama, their culture, and the wildlife
found there.
The terrain, climate, and native plants and
animals mix with Indian and other cultures
to produce the present environment and the
changes which the author has observed over
time.
Of course, Bocas del Toro does not contain
the canal, but the author's purview is wider
than just the one province. The same kind of
relationships
prevail with similar wildlife
and human habitation in the whole region.
This book could be used as a biology,
environmental
science, economics,
geography, or even sociology book for extra
reading in a college course. People interested
in the canal might find it useful as background
the ecology
of thetoisthmus~
There toare
113 photos
augment

"MOUNT HOPE" Overprints
These are from a large virgin piece
of each, which we are breaking down.
All are immaculate mint, fresh O.g.,
and never hinged.
No. 46 (1' green and black)
Fine by V.F. centering
V. F .........•................
Extremely Fine
Superb

(Cat. $275)
$165
$200
$225
$300

No. 48 (5' blue and black)
Fine by V.F. centering
V.F
Extremely Fine
Superb

(Cat. $850)
$450
$575
$650
$850

Blocks of 4 Pro-rara in all
grades we can supply.
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
BETTER GRADE CANAL ZONE?

WANTED: FLAT TOP A AND AIRMAILS
ON COVER: C2, C5a, C25a, COl-14, 75-81.
FDC: any 70-81, Cl, C3-26 with blocks
of four or plate blocks.
OFFICIALS: C08-12, C014a, VF, singles, blocks.
PLATE BLOCKS: Cl, C2, C5a, C15-20,
C25a, 75-81.
Have airmail and regular Issue material available
for sale or trade, Including 1, strip of three on
cover, 2 on cover, 3 on cover, others, Send SASE
for list.
BOB REISINGER
3845 INCA ST. NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87111
505-294-4283 after 6 PM
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(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston. Mass. 02108
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